With Smart Check™ you have ROHO’s industry leading skin/soft tissue protection plus...

- Real-time feedback to ensure proper cushion inflation range with the push of a button
- A tool to check and easily maintain your ROHO cushion
- Ability to store your recommended ROHO inflation range
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Sensor Ready Cushion Features:

Sensor Ready™ The ROHO Sensor Ready HIGH PROFILE™ and MID PROFILE™ Cushions come standard with a quick disconnect port that allows these cushions to be connected to Smart Check, a sensing device used to set up and monitor an individual’s inflation range.

Shape Fitting® The unique cellular designs of the HIGH PROFILE™ and MID PROFILE™ cushions allow them to constantly conform and track movements of the body. The cellular adjustment and conformity of the cells in accommodation and reads the unique skin/soft tissue integrity needs of each individual throughout the day. As the individual’s body changes over time, so will the cushion.

Skin Protection Over forty years of research, experience and refinement of ROHO® DRY FLOATATION® Technology provides an individual with unparalleled skin/soft tissue protection.

Specifications for Sensor Ready Cushions:

What’s included:
- HIGH PROFILE or MID PROFILE Cushion, cover, hand inflation pump, repair kit and operation manual.

HIGH PROFILE Sizes:
- Wide range, to fit chair widths 11.5” to 26.75” / 29cm to 68cm

MID PROFILE Sizes:
- 13.25” to 20” / 33.5cm to 50.5cm

Weight: Varies by size, approximately 3.25 lbs / 1.5 kg for HIGH PROFILE and 2 lbs / 1.4 kg for MID PROFILE (based on 16 x 16 cushion)

Warranty: 24-Month Limited Warranty

Weight limit: Unlimited (cushion must be properly sized to the individual)

U.S. Medicare Code: E2622 / E2623

Specifications for Smart Check:

What’s included:
- Smart Check device, operation manual and storage case.

Warranty: 24-Month Limited Warranty

Contact ROHO today for more information on Smart Check 800-851-3449 / 618-277-9173 / roho.com
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Confidence Independence Peace of Mind... Now at the push of a button.
Confidence, Independence, and Peace of Mind…
That’s Smart Check ™ by ROHO®.

SMART CHECK PROVIDES PEACE OF MIND:

89% of Smart Check users report they are more confident using their ROHO cushion with Smart Check.

93% of users set up and maintain their ROHO cushion without clinical assistance.

88% said they trusted Smart Check to set them at the correct inflation level.

93% of Smart Check users said they check their cushion more often because checks are so much easier.

A ROHO Cushion is so easy to set up with Smart Check that 93% of users set up and maintain their ROHO cushion without clinical assistance.

For Clinicians

You can confidently recommend ROHO with Smart Check knowing your clients can easily check and maintain their ROHO and your recommendation

✓ Helps you achieve maximum skin/soft tissue protection for your clients

✓ Supports your recommendations and helps train your clients

✓ Make ROHO accessible to clients who may have been unwilling to try in the past

✓ Helps you establish the optimal immersion for each client and saves their setting

✓ Helps your clients check and set up at home

✓ Offers instant feedback and peace of mind for your clients

For Clients

✓ With Smart Check, you can monitor your cushion inflation with the push of a button for complete confidence and independence

✓ No limit to how often you can check, so you can always feel secure

✓ Takes the guess-work out of how much air should be in a ROHO

✓ You can be confident you are following your clinicians’ recommendation

Smart Check Product Features:

• Works exclusively with ROHO® Sensor Ready ™ HIGH PROFILE ® and MID PROFILE ™ Single Valve Cushions

• Press to check inflation monitor

• Stores individual’s inflation range

• Unlimited frequency to check / ability to check whenever & wherever

• Affordable, portable and durable

• Two setup modes: Smart Setup and Optional Setup

• Ability to reset – can store new inflation level for individual's physiological changes over time

• No weight limit – when Sensor Ready Cushion is properly sized to the individual

• Easy to read faceplate with ergonomic shape

• Easy to connect and disconnect – detachable for storage

• Lightweight and reliable with automatic power off

• Batteries available globally at retail outlets

• Long battery life with low battery indicator

• Multiple cover options for Sensor Ready Cushions

• Easy to clean and disinfect

Contact ROHO today for more information on Smart Check | 800-851-3449 | 618-277-9173 | roho.com/smartcheck

ROHO is known as the industry leader in skin/soft tissue protection. With Smart Check, ROHO has made it easy to ensure cushions are maintained and set up for maximum protection.

The Smart Check calculates a personalized seating range and was tested on hundreds of wheelchair users with dozens of diagnoses and body types.

The world’s first personal electronic cushion security device.